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Punctum Archimedis

Archimedes claimed that he could lift the Earth off  its foundation if  he 
were given a place to stand, one solid point and a long enough lever.

Archimedean Perspective (Form, God, Reason, Science) from which an 
observer can objectively perceive the subject of  inquiry by “removing 
oneself ” from the object of  study has characterized Western thought from 
the Greeks, Medieval Europe and Western Enlightenment and informs our 
intelligence agencies and foreign policy today.

What if  there is no fixed point (God, The Word, Truth, Objectivity, 
Science) how do we inform (intelligence) our foreign policy decisions and 
actions?



The talk will cover a new basis 
for Western Intelligence and 

Foreign Policy through the lens 
of   an expanded notion of  
Cybernetics and Systems 

Thinking
During my talk I want you to try and complete the following 

sentence. “The worst, most corrupt lie is……………..



Patterns of  Thinking in The 
Long Arc of  Peace: 

What is the difference between Post WWI and Post WWII?

Post WWI Treaty of  Versailles - Discrete Good
Humiliation of  Germany and Reparations to be paid from 1918-1989
Created a Red Thread of  events termed “Algebra of  Fate” making 
Hitler a mere substitutable variable                                                        

Post WWII Bretton (Woods World Bank/IMF), Dumbarton Oaks 
(United Nations) and Marshall Plan (Economic Development) 
Systemic Good

1942 US Treasury/UK Exchequer convened small group of  thinkers to 
perform systems analysis of  why fighting “War to End All Wars” again 
and first systemic economic failure of  the Great Depression.
Created a Golden Thread of  events forming virtuous interactions 
considering former “enemies” as part of  the system.



Wars: The Bouncing Ball of  Complexity –
Where the battlefield is and where it is won are not the same

WWI & WWII Complexity in the Industrial Networks - Arsenal of  
Democracy 

Military logic is delivery of  force to the battlefield –Newtonian Simple 
Change

COLD War – Complexity Moves to Science and Technology 
Networks

Military logic is delivery of  win to hypothetical “battlefield” via 
superior engineering – Engineered Complicated Change

War on Terror 9/11 – Complexity Moves to War Amidst the 
People –First Whole Human Systems Form of  War

Military logic remains in Cold War approach of  Science and 
Technology – Spy in Sky sees Bald Spot on Terrorist Head but does not 
know what is Inside
Winston Churchill – “All future empires are Empires of  the Mind,”  
requiring Complex Change



Three Distinctive Domains of  
Change

Simple Change: Channeling of  physical force – working, moving 
and manipulating “Things” – works well with Newtonian Physics

Complicated Change: Many parts moving together. Engineered 
solutions with teams such a placing a man on the Moon – Discreet 
engineered circuits/systems

Complex Change: Living systems, particularly human systems, 
processing information, forming images/models, responding to 
environment and forging strategies based on its identity and 
relationships

Bottom Line: Human level change requires a different type of  whole systems 
intelligence



Examples	of	Successful	Applied	Systems	
Thinking	and	Ethnographic	Observation

George	Kennan	– Cold	War	Containment	based	on	
evolution	in	a	tidal	pool	and	recognition	of	Russian	
cultural	structures	producing	behavior.

Gregory	Bateson	– formation	of	Centralized	
Intelligence	to	check	our	fears	on	nuclear	tipped	
warfare	based	on	seeing	New	Guinea	tribes	breathing	
their	own	fears	and	initiating	attacks	resulting	in	
being	annihilated.	

General	MacArthur	– transformation	of	Japan	from	
Warrior	Culture	to	Warrior	Economic	Culture	based	
on	deep	engagement	using	“Three	Corner	Hat”
collective	intelligence	methods.



Intelligence Collapse - How intelligence agencies 
shrunk the National IQ through kill chain informatics

Future war: drones that talk to each other and coordinate an attack to work autonomously to hunt, target and 
kill enemy forces



Five	Levels	of	Intelligence	–
Multi-Level	Thinking

Resources

Events																										

Groups
Groups	#1	As	things	to	be	manipulated
Boundary	Condition	between	Newtonian	“things” and	Quantum	fields

Groups	#2	Systems:	evolving	sets	of	relationships

Ideas

Ecologies

Traditional Intelligence IN-Formation –
Organizing our information on the “Other”

Analytic Intelligence – Rational,
Linear Thought, Cause and Effect

Quantum Intelligence EXO-Formation –
Knowledge of Other Systems

ECO-Formation – Ecology of Relationships
Creative and Practical Intelligence

Non Linear, Self Organizing Networks



Two Schools of  Foreign Policy 

Power School – Use of  Military, Economic and Political 
tools of  externally imposed power to produce change

Effective when the war and battlefield are one
Effective when the war and peace (cessation of   fighting) are the 
same
Ineffective when force or threat of  force is removed

Values School – Use of  Values fully formed and externally 
imposed to produce change

Superficial change and sustainable change are different
IN-Formation is only our structuring of  perception/behavior 
whole equation is EXO-Formation of  “Other” and ECO-
Formation of  total system



The Problem: Eliminating Parts 
May Solve Nothing

Terrorist, 
Narcotic & 
Criminal 
Networks



Story of  the Lobster and Claw

Cut off  the “offending” claw of  the lobster and a new claw 
grows back. Saw off  a tree’s “undesired” limb and around 
the stump grows new limbs. Remove an “evil” terrorists and 
what arises from the fabric of  society, a new terrorist. Nature 
and human society hates vacuums and responds with its 
systems image of  the whole. It’s the system…….

We are dealing with whole systems of  interaction not discrete, interchangeable parts 
– our intelligence methods must change accordingly



Discrete Good Vs. Systemic 
Good

Discrete

E1

E2

E3

E4 Systemic
E1

E2



System	Structure	Source	of	
System	Behavior

Eco-Formation

IN
EXO

EXO

Ethnographic	Observation

Dynamics,	structure	and	
function	

Elements,	relationships	
and	unifying	patterns

Reinforcing	loops	that	
drive	it	and	harmonizing	
loops	that	ultimately	
balance	it



Quantum	Intelligence:	
The	Way	Forward	

Current	Limitations

• Realize	simple	intelligence	models	cannot	control	complex	human			
systems.

• Recognize	external	imposition	does	not	automatically	change	social	
systems.

• Power	is	unidirectional,	mission	oriented	with	suboptimal	results.

Opportunity

• Look	at	relationships,	not	at	the	world	as	things.

• Learn	how	to	see	(Open	Source	Information).	There	are	few	“secrets”	
in	the	world	of	complex,	emergent	systems.

• Don’t	be	restricted	to	Kinetic	activity;	it	creates	social	vacuums.

• Working	to	defuse	“Weaponized	Cultures”	when	cultural	strategies	
trump	external	power.



Seven Cybernetic and Systems 
Modeling Tools

Whole Intelligence – Mapping (Ethnographic Observation) 
not just the “enemy” but whole system and relationships 
which sustain “Glue” it. (not I-It but I-Thou)

Natural History of  Patterns of  Thinking – Natural history 
methodologies of  linking organism and environment (natural 
or man made) tracing the red or golden threads resulting 
from those patterns

Organizational Pathology – Organizations “think” in how 
they process information, structure relationships (internally 
and externally) and set up governance rules which can form 
“virtuous” interactions versus a “Complex” of  pathological 
(path dependent) ways of  reacting to the world



Seven Cybernetic and Systems 
Modeling Tools 

Forensic Epistemology – “Crimes of  the Mind” investigation 
before the court of  public opinion of  ideas which violate systems 
principles/rules

Levels of  Thinking – What cannot be solved at one level requires a 
meta “game changing” approach (Examples Atlantic Charter, 
Declaration of  Independence, US Constitution)

Levels of  Learning
Three reflexive domains - IN-Formation, EXO-Formation & ECO-
Formation
Three Faces of  Power – Overt, Covert & Latent

Art of  Assembly – de Tocqueville (Collective IQ) – Surrounding a 
problem with requisite variety of  people (differing perspectives) 
without preconceived answers to understand problem in its entirety 
via deep conversation over an extended period of  time.



Seven Cybernetic and Systems 
Modeling Tools

Stewardship of  Whole Ecology via governance versus government 
structures

Difference between State and Nation 

State is external administration and decision making – laws and sole 
legitimate use of  force.

Nation is a dialogue between the living, the dead and the unborn.

Activation of  Distributed/Decentralized Civilian Intelligence

George Clooney/Google Earth civilian security monitoring of  Army

IMadeABribe.com new feedback loops to counter corruption.

Solving the many-to-many minds problem, not the one mind problem

Conversational intelligence, social/cultural intelligence not just information



“The worst, most corrupting 
lie is…..

……. A problem poorly stated” Georges Bernanos

The value added proposition of  Cybernetics and Systems 
Modeling is when 

THE PROBLEM IS THE PROBLEM

Information has INTEGRITY only in 
knowing the whole system of  interactions



Is	There	a	New	Archimedean	Point	for	Intelligence	and	
Foreign	Policy?

NO!	There	are	no	points	of	total	leverage	there	are	ways	of	
navigating	within	our	minds,	between	the	minds	of	others	
and	the	ecology	of	minds.	Cybernetics	offers	tools	to	climb	
the	slippery	slopes	of	information,	orient	amidst	networks	of	

relationship	and	model	identity	through	the	cultural	
cognition	of	a	People
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